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Chuck Kriese, men's head tennis coach at Clemson University and former U.S. Junior Davis Cup Team
coach, is the all-time winningest coach in the Atlantic Coast Conference, and his career victories stand
among the top in U.S. collegiate history. His coaching accomplishments include eleven ACC titles, eight
national top ten finishes, and six ACC Coach of the Year awards. The Kriese coaching legacy has produced
thirty All-Americans, sent twenty-three former players to the professional ranks, and spawned twelve current
collegiate level coaches from among his former players and assistants. Coach Kriese is the author of three
other books--Total Tennis Training, Winning Tennis, and Youth Tennis. He has lectured on the sport in the
United States, England, Japan, Spain, and the Netherlands. Coaching Tennis, formerly published as Total
Tennis Training, is a recipe for total player development that gives players and coaches the competitive edge
when it comes to understanding the complex sport of tennis. The most comprehensive coaching guide
available, it is complete with detailed descriptions of physical training techniques, useful approaches for
mental and emotional development, and keys to establishing player strategy and team unity. Updated to
discuss every conceivable aspect of the modern game from technical skills to momentum management,
practice drills to goal setting, directional guidelines to coaching philosophies--discover Coach Kriese's
unique motivational program, a formula proven in competition and proven by champions.
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From reader reviews:

Floyd Hatfield:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they are still students or it for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that problem above. Every
person has distinct personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that
they don't need do that. You must know how great and important the book Coaching Tennis. All type of
book are you able to see on many options. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Lillian Tobias:

What do you regarding book? It is not important along? Or just adding material if you want something to
explain what the one you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy individual? If you
don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you
have free time? What did you do? All people has many questions above. They have to answer that question
due to the fact just their can do this. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is right.
Because start from on pre-school until university need that Coaching Tennis to read.

Roger Everman:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside using friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV the whole day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by reading through a book.
Ugh, do you think reading a book really can hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It okay
you can have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like Coaching Tennis
which is keeping the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.

James Jones:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our understanding for everything. By a guide we can
know everything you want. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every
year had been exactly added. This guide Coaching Tennis was filled regarding science. Spend your time to
add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has various feel when they reading
some sort of book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a book. In
the modern era like today, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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